1.
The 
The Relations among Research, Competition, and Commerce
The relations among research, competition, and commerce are complex and full of contradictions. At first blush there appears to be a straightforward regulated development from research to commerce. For instance, scientific research is seen by many as an attempt to find the ultimate truth on an intricate question. Competition arises when many research groups are aiming to find the answer. Once a solution has been found it may be of interest for commerce. However, the interests of research and commerce sometimes conflict. Research and commerce meet now and then when their representatives are involved in a contest, in this article, the world computer chess championship (WCCC). Some of the ideas expressed below are adopted from Van den Herik (2001) . They were then observations and expectations. Now they serve as pointers on how to deal with the consequences.
Competitiveness in research can be tough, very tough, but the focus typically is on honor, whereas in commerce the focus of competitiveness is on money and the competitors mostly search for the boundaries of what is legally permitted. Obviously university professors and businessmen live in different worlds. Now and then they meet; for instance, during conferences with product demonstrations (especially in the medical domains), or at the WCCC, where amateurs play for fun and honor while professionals compete for position and money. Obviously, a competition is needed to establish the best program within a given domain, and for such a contest the rules should be spelled out.
It is not always easy to ensure that amateurs and professionals are univocal on the rules to be followed. There are many obstacles, and although everybody wishes to arrive at a solution, opinions can diverge considerably.
In the past an ICCA community, moderated by Bruce Moreland, had an online discussion about (1) openings books (should the book authors be classed as team-mates?), (2) multiple entrants (can the same person simultaneously be a member of two or more teams? This is particularly difficult in relation to the discussion on the opening book), (3) cloned programs (when is a program a cloned copy of an existing program?) and (4) professional interfaces (who is allowed to use ChessBase's dedicated user interface functions (cf. Van den Herik, 2001) ).
In supporting software, research and commerce meet again. For instance, what is the precise position of the results of the endgame tablebases? Apparently, they are seen as solved puzzles, and therefore they are fundamentally different from the opening books. More related to the current RYBKA case is the question: how do we deal with the alpha-beta algorithm?
The algorithm is not patented and all programmers may make free use of it.
Over the years we have seen an impressive list of researchers. All of them have contributed in one or another way. Who should be credited for these contributions? The area is grey and full of untrodden paths, which are a challenge for the businessman and the researcher alike.
A key element in this respect is how intellectual property is treated. Scientists typically favor publication and free access to ideas, whereas commerce often chooses to protect ideas through patents or other means. In section 12 we discuss the related issue of open source licences.
Fair Rules for Competition
For the World Computer Chess Championships the tournament rules are published in the ICGA Journal (e.g., The Board of the ICGA, 2010). For the 19 th WCCC they were published on the website as well. In these rules we find Tournament Rule 2:
"Each program must be the original work of the entering developers. Programming teams whose code is derived from or including gameplaying code written by others must name all other authors, or the source of such code, in the details of their submission form. Programs which are discovered to be close derivatives of others (e.g., by playing nearly all moves the same), may be declared invalid by the Tournament Director after seeking expert advice. For this purpose a listing of all game-related code running on the system must be available on demand to the Tournament Director".
There are nine rules for each specific tournament, and eleven general rules (see The Board of the ICGA, 2010, pp. 52-55). The rules are a convergent set of ideas developed over more than thirty years of which the purpose is to express lawfulness and fairness. The established ideas are the norms of a community and they are valid as such for each participant who signs up for a WCCC organized by the ICGA. Tournament Rule 2 is key to prevent plagiarism, and has been part of the Tournament Rules since the start of the World Computer Chess Championships. It should be noted that the word "derivatives" and its parenthetical clarification are an important element of this rule. In section 9 we discuss progress in machine learning, which makes the definition of "derivative" even more challenging.
Currently, the Rule is reformulated as follows (The Board of the ICGA, 2013):
"Each program must be the original work of the entering developers, possibly with the inclusion of game playing code and/or data from other sources for which the entering developers have a legal right of use. Developers whose code is derived from or includes (1) game-playing code; and/or (2) data written by others, must name (a) all the other developers of whom they are aware; and (b) the source of such code and/or data, in their tournament registration details.

Programs which are discovered to be undeclared derivatives of others may be designated invalid by the Tournament Director if he is convinced, after seeking advice if he feels that to be necessary, that the closeness of derivation is of such a level as to constitute unfair competition. A listing and an executable version of all game-related code and data running on the system must be available on demand to the Tournament Director prior to the start of and during the tournament. The Tournament Director has the right to submit the executable version of a program for testing for similarity with other known programs, and/or to submit the listing to an expert or experts of his choosing for examination, also to determine similarity. Under all circumstances the Tournament Director will take all reasonable steps to ensure that any such listing and/or executable are treated as being strictly confidential.
The entering developers must keep a copy of the source code of their entry until at least one year following the date of conclusion of the tournament, in order to be able to respond accurately to any questions about the source code that might be raised after the event by the Tournament Director. "
Three Previous Disqualifications
The disqualification of RYBKA was not the first incident of disqualification for the ICGA. Disregarding minor incidents, where the disqualification took place in the submitting and accepting phase, the ICGA has experienced three notable disqualifications. We briefly describe them below (see also . The inspection of the program was conducted independently by Jonathan Schaeffer and Yngvi Björnsson. Both expert researchers came to the same conclusion: no original work. To the credit of the LION ++ 1.5 team members, we would like to state that, in their program comments, they had given credit to Fabien Letouzey, since they believed that it was necessary to do so. Up to then in Tournament Rule 2 (see section 4) it was mentioned: "… must name … in the application details". The programmers believed that "application" meant "program" instead of "submission form". These circumstances made it possible for the ICGA to accept the team (with a different program) in a later tournament. Thus, LION ++ 1.5 was disqualified but those who entered it for the WCCC in Turin were not banned.
6.
Some Background to the RYBKA Investigation In 2005 the WCCC took place in Reykjavik, Iceland. Next to the (former) World Champions JUNIOR, SHREDDER, and some former runners-up, two newcomers played in the tournament. They created something of a revolution by taking the first and second places. The World Champion and its runner-up were: ZAPPA (by Anthony Cozzie) and FRUIT (by Fabien Letouzey). ZAPPA scored 10.5 out of 11 (one draw in the first round against FUTÉ which ended in the last place with a score of 0.5 out 11). Fabien Letouzey had made the trip to Reykjavik with the expectation to win the tournament, since he was convinced of the strength of his new algorithmic findings. As a fair sportsman, he accepted the status of being second (with a score of 8.5 out of 11) and disappeared more or less from the computer-chess community. He was not in commerce, he was not in competition, he was a true scientist (a researcher pur sang). After some time he decided to publish his findings (as Bob Hyatt had done with CRAFTY) under the Open Source GPL license (for details of the license system see Siewicz (2010) and Van den Herik and Siewicz (2011)).
Open Letters
After some time the computer-chess community was awash with rumours. The Board of the ICGA noticed the rumours but did not commence any action. Chess programs consist of four parts: a graphical user interface, opening/endgame databases, the search algorithm, and the evaluation function. These last two parts can be considered to be the heart (engine) of the chess program. According to Lefler et al. (2011) : "The panel investigated versions from "pre-RYBKA" 1.0 beta through RYBKA 2.3.2a, with much of the investigation concentrated on RYBKA 1.0 beta, since it was released about 6 months after the FRUIT 2.1 source code." For further details of the investigation procedure we refer to Lefler et al. (2011) .
The Actual Investigation
The investigation found that almost the entire evaluation function of RYBKA 1.0 beta is derived from FRUIT. "This includes the formulas for calculating piecesquare tables, methods and features of evaluating piece mobility, rook/king file proximity, rook and queen on the 7 th rank, and king safety" (Wegner, 2011) . We refer the reader to section 8.2 of this article where detailed information on these evaluation features is provided. Lefler, et al. (2011) quoted Zach Wegner: "From looking at the piece evaluation of both engines, we find that they are almost identical." They also quoted Mark Watkins: "I think it is safe to say that very little work was done on the RYBKA evaluation function from The investigators noted further a sudden increase in the playing strength of RYBKA. "Early versions of RYBKA had a much lower rating. In the Chesswar 7 tournament RYBKA had a rating of approximately 2064 Elo. In a little over a year, its rating had jumped (in RYBKA 1.0 beta) to 2919 Elo, a baffling increase in playing strength. Historically, after the first year of development, programs increase at a maximum of 50-100 Elo per year. Rajlich has offered no explanation for the enormous rating increase over such a short period" (see Lefler et al., 2011) .
7.3
The Panel's Verdict The panel's secretariat provided two summaries of the panel's investigations, a technical summary and a general summary. We quote a relevant part of the technical summary. "RYBKA's evaluation was found to be 7. 
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Discussion of the Investigations A considerable discussion in the computer chess media arose after the ICGA published its investigation report and its decision on Vasik Rajlich's punishment. Rajlich and RYBKA have a rather wide circle of fans and so there were many who waded into the debate on Rajlich's side. But interestingly, there were few who claimed that he was not guilty of breaching the ICGA's Tournament Rule 2.
Most of the pro-Rajlich arguments we have seen aim their discussion at (1) the rule itself, (2) those who analyzed the RYBKA, FRUIT and CRAFTY programs in order to determine whether indeed the rule had been broken, (3) the ICGA, and (4) 
Interview
To clarify the discussion Chessbase decided to hold an interview with the ICGA President, David Levy, from which we also provide relevant details (see Appendix A).To help the reader's understanding of the discussion we give a few pointers, nowadays widely accepted in the world of argumentation (Pijpers, 2013) . In discussions " pro" and "con" we may distinguish four types of arguments, viz.
(1) necessary and sufficient conditions for an argument to be convincing, (2) arguments that aim at a (fair) comparison, (3) causality arguments, and (4) "pragmatic" arguments (we leave the precise interpretation to the reader). Three pragmatic arguments are: inclusive we, anaphora, and claptrap (Pijpers, 2013).
Discussion of the Rule
In his four-part article on Chessbase.com about the RYBKA scandal (see www.chessbase.com/newsdetail.asp?newsid=7791 et seq.) Dr Søren Riis (2011) has tried very hard to defend Vasik Rajlich's actions that led the ICGA to find him guilty of breaking ICGA Tournament Rule 2. As a historical review of progress in computer chess Riis's article contains important and interesting information and comments. However, his thesis circles the core question and attempts to defend Rajlich by attacking the rule he was accused of breaking (see below), attacking the investigative process in various ways and attacking some of those involved in that process (see 8.2). For the main rebuttal in this point of the discussion, we cite Levy (2012).
"When a defendant is brought before a court of Law, what is in question is whether or not (s)he broke the Law and not whether the Law itself is appropriate. And so it is with the ICGA rules. In considering the RYBKA case the ICGA's task was to decide the matter on the basis of its Tournament Rule 2, not to question the rule itself."
Comments on Søren Riis's Arguments
Søren Riis is a moderator on the RYBKA forum. When a critic examines the details of his arguments (s)he finds that Riis's enthusiasm for RYBKA has outweighed his obedience to laws (and tournament rules) which in our opinion have to be adhered to.
A detailed and robust technical rebuttal of Riis's article by the ICGA has been published by Mark Watkins as 'A critical analysis of the four parts of Riis', and is available at http://www.chessbase.com/news/2011/watkins01.pdf
Some Comments on Søren Riis's Assumptions
Here we shall point out the irrelevance to the ICGA rules of some of his key arguments and correct some of his assumptions. We start by providing three citations.
[a] Riis states that: The implication here is that programmers who were competitors of Rajlich might be biased in their call for an investigation. So if one athlete reports a drug-taking rival to the athletics authorities, should the authorities discount the report because the whistle-blower is a rival? Surely not?
All of the above points are irrelevant to the core question -did Vasik Rajlich break ICGA Tournament Rule 2 or did he not? That is what the investigation panel considered, and it was on the basis of their findings and conclusions that Rajlich was sanctioned by the ICGA. Rajlich was given ample opportunity to present a defence to the allegations -the President of the ICGA (David Levy) invited him to do so before the investigation started, then again during the investigation when he sent Rajlich some of the evidence being considered, then again after the panel's report had been completed (attaching the report and all of the evidence to which it referred) but before the report was considered by the ICGA executive, and yet again after the ICGA executive had considered the report but before the ICGA Board decided on the appropriate sanctions. These prompts by Levy were sent (inter alia) on February 2 nd , March 2 nd , April 4 th , May 13 th , May 31 st and June 9 th 2011. But despite being given all these opportunities to provide a serious defence to the allegations against him, over a period of five months, Rajlich consistently declined to do so. What could he reasonably expect to happen as a result?
8.2
Discussions concerning those who analyzed the RYBKA software
The online discussions about those who analyzed the RYBKA, FRUIT, and CRAFTY programs, in order to determine whether Tournament Rule 2 had been broken, had the nature of an indirect attack. However, the evidence the investigators put forward was overwhelming. Below we provide an example of that evidence as promised in Section 7.2. We leave it to readers to study the evidence presented in the investigation report, in Riis's article, and in Mark Watkins' (2011) rebuttal, and to decide for themselves who they believe.
Discussions Concerning the ICGA
We would now like to turn to some aspects of Søren Riis's article that we regard as biased reporting.
[a]
The link Riis provides to the ICGA report does not give his readers access to the important evidential documents on which the report was based. Substantial knowledge and understanding of the evidence is needed by any of Riis's readers who want to consider both sides of the arguments, and many visitors to Chessbase.com will not have seen them. The authors were rather sorry to see that Riis failed to provide such links, the more so because he did provide many links to the "defense" side.
[b] Riis states:
"It really goes without saying that the panel members voted based on the findings of the ICGA report. . ."
This implies that the members of the panel were not privy to all of the evidence, and as such it is misleading. In fact the members of the panel all had access to all of the evidence documents, so they voted not only on the basis of the report but also on the basis of the evidence on which the report was based.
[c] Riis's bias is perhaps at its most telling in the following paragraph from his article: There is so much to fault with this paragraph that it is difficult to know where to begin. To describe the panel of computer chess experts, many of whom are eminent academics and including a number of former world champions, as a "crusading lynch mob" is, in my view [DL] , ridiculous and totally uncalled for. The members of the panel were there because they had expressed an interest in following the course of the investigation, perhaps taking some part in it, and because they were assessed as having some expertise that could be helpful to the discussion. To say that the evidence was "jubilantly thrown together" implies an unfair bias on behalf of those who compiled it. To go a little deeper into this particular sentence, the words "thrown together" imply that the evidence was not carefully prepared, whereas anyone reading all of the supporting documents referred to in the report would readily understand that a huge amount of time and assiduous effort had been devoted to the task of collecting and evaluating that evidence. And the words in the final sentence of this paragraph: "And then Rajlich was offered the opportunity to formally respond" imply, through the emphasis on the word "then", that the opportunity for Rajlich to defend himself came only after the investigative process had gone a long way towards its conclusion. In fact, as we have shown above, Rajlich was given several opportunities to defend himself, over a period of five months, before the report was considered by the ICGA executive. In Section 10 we provide general information on Crowdsourced Online Dispute Resolution which will place the discussion above in a general framework.
8.4
Discussions on Individuals within the ICGA Below we provide three statements that were put forward by Riis (2011) and which deserve some comment.
[a] "A panel was formed. Dr. Hyatt served as panel gatekeeper and determined who was and was not allowed to participate." Not true. The decision on who was and was not allowed to participate was taken jointly by the three members of the Secretariat and the ICGA President, after each of them had had the opportunity to make comments in favour or against particular individuals. With this statement Riis implies that the composition of the panel was somehow skewed against Vasik Rajlich, but that is also untrue. For example, Chris Whittington, a strong Rajlich supporter, asked to join and made the comment that he supposed that the ICGA President would refuse to admit him. Quite to the contrary, the President was in favour of admitting him. Unfortunately, when we asked him as part of the registration procedure to verify his email address, which no longer matched those he used for older forums, he responded using phrases such as "wasting humiliation" and "occasional little hitler"? The Secretariat felt he was unwilling to have civil dialog with others and all three of them felt he should not be a member if he was going to be rude. Then, after a brief period, he was invited to re-apply but declined to do so.
Another pro-Rajlich programmer is Ed Schröder, who was similarly welcomed to the panel when he joined. Sadly Ed then decided that he did not wish to serve and asked for his name to be removed from the panel.
Naturally Vasik Rajlich was asked to be a member of the panel with full access to all the evidence but he refused multiple requests to join. There was never any compulsion on the members of the panel to take part in the vote that the ICGA conducted when the report had been completed. The purpose of the vote was to determine how the balance of opinion went amongst those panel members who did wish to vote. The result was that 16 members voted guilty and not one single member of the panel voted for a notguilty verdict. Amongst those panel members who were convinced of Rajlich's guilt was Ken Thompson, a past World Computer Chess Champion programmer, co-author of Unix, winner of the ACM Turing Award (inter alia) and arguably the most august computer scientist who has ever graced our community with his active participation.
The ICGA President Interrogated
Frederic Friedel of Chessbase.com subsequently carried out an interview on the subject with the ICGA President, which it published in two parts. In appendix A we reproduce some extracts for the sake of clarity.
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The extracts from Levy's rebuttal of Riis's article and from Levy's interview with Chessbase are presented to demonstrate the nature and fallacy of arguments that had appeared since the ICGA's verdict was published. We believe that they give the reader a fairly accurate picture of the ICGA's position, but also how the other side (implied by the questions) regards the matter. For the moment, we argue for a conservative interpretation, where "derived" means direct translation or direct re-expression of code. The investigation by the ICGA has followed this interpretation. However, in the future, a more precise definition of "derived" might be in order.
A different approach for detecting clones is suggested by Ciancarini and Favini (2009) in their paper "Plagiarism detection in game-playing software". First they note that the conventional way in detecting clones is by analyzing the responses (suggested moves, lines of analysis) of two programs in a number of positions. (This is one criterion given as an example in the original ICGA rule.) However, there is a drawback to this kind of output-testing. A possibility always exists that the reason the programs came up with the same analysis was by chance, perhaps because the position has no alternatives (programs should get similar analyses of mate-in-one problems correct). Therefore, the method described by Ciancarini and Favini uses input-testing. The code of the suspected programs is analyzed using generally available similarity testing software that is used in university settings to test for plagiarism among student assignments (see The model suggests a structured method to find clones and to reduce the effort needed to find them. In doing so, its use can work as a deterrent for cheaters, and to contribute to fairness.
Previously, detecting plagiarism in tournaments took a large amount of effort by many skilled programmers, as the RYBKA case demonstrates. When the chance of getting caught is small, and the FRUITs of taking an illegal short cut are large, many programmers might be tempted. Applying automated detection systems such as the Ciancarini and Flavini model in tournaments would change these economics, and the honest programmer would benefit.
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Lawfulness and Fairness
The process leading to the ICGA's verdict that Rajlich was guilty of plagiarism, and the verdict itself, can both be seen in two different perspectives, namely lawfulness and fairness. Lawfulness refers to compliance with the formal requirements of the law. It is determined by the due process principle (see Subsection 10.1). Fairness refers to an assessment of either a decisionmaking process (procedural fairness) or the result of that process (distributive fairness), both of which are discussed in Subsection 10.2. In Subsection 10.3 we discuss some differences.
The Due Process Principle
The due process principle is "a set of fundamental procedural legal standards of which every citizen has an absolute right when a state or court purports to take a decision that could affect any right of that citizen" (Duhaime, 2011).
Due process is composed from two subprinciples. The first subprinciple is that no-one should be a judge in his or her own cause (nemo judex in parte sua), which means that judges should be impartial and independent. Therefore, the first subprinciple is based on the concepts of impartiality and independence. The second subprinciple is fair hearing (audi alteram partem), which means that each party should have an equal opportunity to present evidence and law. The second subprinciple is built on two concepts: (1) ensuring that each party participates in the dispute resolution process and (2) ensuring that each party can present his case and rebut the case of the opponent (Hörnle, 2009, p. 13). A graphical representation of the principle of due process can be seen in Fig.1 .
Fig. 1: The Principle of Due Process
In relation to the first subprinciple, it should noted that the concept of "impartiality" refers to the "absence of actual bias" (Hörnle, 2009, p.113 ). More specifically, impartiality is related to the adjudicator/mediator's internal prejudices, prejudgment or predisposition towards some of the parties or the subject matter of the dispute. The concept of "independence" refers to there being no appearance of bias. It is a factual concept, which means an absence of an objectively ascertainable conflict of interest (Hörnle, 2009 , p.114). The sub-principle that no-one should be a judge in their own case reflects equal treatment and rationality, because the task is to ensure that judges treat the "prosecuting" and "defending" parties equally, maintain an open mind, and do not take into account irrelevant considerations (Hörnle, 2009 , p. 13).
General Theories of Procedural Fairness
The concept of procedural fairness in the context of dispute resolution is analyzed in detail by Van den Herik and Dimov (2011). They distinguish three elements of procedural fairness. Two of these elements, called "equal treatment of the parties" and "rationality", are based on the due process principle. The third element, called "effectiveness", is based on general theories of procedural fairness.
The elements of equal treatment of the parties and rationality are important elements of the concept of fairness in the process of dispute resolution. However, they are necessary but not sufficient for defining it. In this regard, Rawls (1999) acknowledges that equality cannot be achieved merely by equal treatment. He states that it is necessary to counterbalance the inequalities existing in real societies. Dworkin (1978, p.181), who wants the right of equal treatment to be understood as more than a formal protection, describes the right of equal treatment as the right "to be treated with the same respect and concern as everyone else." Habermas (1992, p.187 and p. 551) argues that equal participation is more than the formal equality we encounter in the notion of due process.
The arguments of these three authors are quite important for the conceptualization of procedural fairness because they lead to the conclusion that it is not sufficient to ensure that: (1) the parties are treated formally equally, and (2) the decisions are rational, accurate, and in accordance to the rules of law. Fairness should also redress power imbalances. Thus, in addition to the two elements of fairness -equal treatment of the parties and rationality -we should add the sub-element of counterpoise.
It should be noted that we define counterpoise as a sub-element of the concept of fairness because it, together with the sub-element of access (to be discussed below), can be grouped in a single element called effectiveness, which means that a procedure leads to a decision or solution of a dispute (Hörnle, 2009 , p. 6).
The sub-element of counterpoise takes into account obstacles to effective participation, obstacles which are not inherent to the procedure, but arise from a party's inability to take part in the procedure on an equal footing (Hörnle, 2009, p.7). This sub-element deals with pre-existing power imbalances between the parties and consists of measures to reduce them.
As mentioned earlier, there is another sub-element that should be added to the concept of fairness. This is the element of access, which means that if a dispute resolution is slow, expensive, or cannot reach a solution, the procedure is unfair. A graphical representation of the three elements and their relation to the principle of due process can be seen in Fig. 2 .
Fig.2. Relations of the Fairness Elements to the Principle of Due Process
Some Differences
In modern times, judging cases (dispute resolution) should be performed in a modern way (i.e., online) for two reasons: (1) speed of communication; and (2) to handle the number of complaints adequately (e.g., at eBay 60 million complaints per year are received). This modern way is called ODR (online dispute resolution). Yet, there are drawbacks for ODR (see below). As a consequence of these observations, and owing to various technological developments, a new type of dispute resolution was developed, called CODR (Crowdsourced Online Dispute Resolution).
There are many criteria to develop a CODR system. Here we mention six of them: (1) the mechanism used for solving disputes, (2) conditions that the crowd should satisfy in order to participate in CODR, (3) the number of members of the crowd: should it be fixed or not fixed, (4) the composition of a third neutral party in the process of dispute resolution, (5) the use of deliberations between members of the crowd, and (6) the number of members of the crowd. With the help of these six criteria, fourteen types of CODR systems can be distinguished (cf. Van den Herik and Dimov, 2011).
For a proper comparison we mention six benefits of CODR: (1) CODR can be free or provide dispute resolution at low cost, (2) CODR can resolve disputes very fast, (3) CODR does not require a presence of a paid judge, arbitrator, or mediator, (4) CODR can be designed to resolve specific types of disputes better than ODR, ADR (Alternative Dispute Resolution), or traditional litigation, (5) CODR will make the process of dispute resolution more democratic, and (6) CODR will rapidly become popular.
Moreover, there are also drawbacks. From our experience (Van den Herik and Dimov, 2011) so far, we mention two drawbacks: (1) Concerns regarding procedural fairness; and (2) difficulties in communication between the crowd and the parties.
Despite the abovementioned drawbacks we believe that CODR procedures rendering self-enforceable decisions have the potential to provide solutions that are cheap, fast, democratic, and relatively fair. Online communities need such a judicial system because the basic principle of virtual communities is that, if possible, disputes should be solved within the online community itself. Tournament Rule 2 has been strengthened by the announcement below which, the ICGA hopes, will make it easier to prevent undeclared derivative programs from competing in the championship. The reasoning is that at least some of the participants at the World Championship are likely to be sufficiently au fait with most of their rivals to advise the ICGA in advance of the event of attempts to register undeclared derivatives. The ICGA does not necessarily expect the above to be sufficient to deal with every attempt to breach Tournament Rule 2, rather it is anticipated that further changes to that rule will be made in the light of our experience in this year's and future World Championships, and in other tournaments such as those organized by the CSVN (Computer Chess Foundation in the Netherlands).
"Applicants in the chess events will be informed immediately following
Clearly there could be considerable practical difficulties in determining, during the few days of a tournament, whether a registered program contravenes Tournament Rule 2, and even with much more time at its disposal the ICGA will need the assistance of highly experienced computer chess experts to examine any programs over which serious doubts exist. For this reason an automated tester would be of great help (see Ciancarini and Favini, 2009 ; see also Section 9).
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Conclusions Finally, we face the question as to whether the application of the ICGA rules in the RYBKA case has been both lawful and fair.
Regarding the question of lawfulness, we have submitted the details of the investigation, and its results, and the ICGA panel's verdict, to Krzysztof Siewicz, an expert in the field of "Free" (i.e., Open Source) Software, who provided us with the following analysis (see Van den Herik and Siewicz, 2011).
"FRUIT is a Free Software program. FRUIT's licence is the GNU General Public Licence, abbreviated GPL. That licence allows programmers to use FRUIT's source code in their own software, but its use is subject to certain conditions and one of those conditions is to provide recipients of copies of the software containing FRUIT code with information about the copyright in the original FRUIT program.
"If FRUIT were distributed "as is" (i.e., on its own or included as a whole within RYBKA), there is an explicit condition in the GPL to preserve copyright notices. If FRUIT were distributed in a modified form, the GPL contains a somewhat vague reference to that explicit condition, but there are also explicit conditions requiring the copying programmer to note all changes and to deliver, with the program containing the copied code, the source code of the original FRUIT program. In addition to the conditions mentioned in the GPL it is important to remember that copyright statutes require the assertion of moral rights, which in such cases means authorship. Usually, anyone concealing the original authorship or falsely attributing authorship is considered to be guilty of plagiarism and subject to civil or in some cases criminal sanctions.
"In my opinion the abovementioned conditions alone are sufficient to enable us to conclude that the use of FRUIT code in RYBKA, as described in the ICGA panel's reports, constitutes infringement of the GPL and most probably copyright infringement as well."
Siewicz has made the following remarks regarding the relationship between the three classes of rules that must be obeyed, namely: (1) the ICGA tournament rules; (2) the rules of the Free Software licenses; and (3) the rules of copyright laws.
"Respecting the GPL and complying with copyright restrictions do not automatically constitute compliance with the ICGA's Tournament Rule 2. It seems that this rule goes further than GPL because it allows for the possibility of declaring programs invalid when they are close derivatives of other programs, even if all authors of the copied program are mentioned and the source code of that program is made available. So the ICGA's Tournament Rule 2 is stronger than the GPL.
"Moreover, there is a very interesting issue that could be investigated more deeply, namely, identifying instances of copyright infringement other than in cases of simple copying. This is a difficult topic in other areas of copyright protection, and it is even more difficult in computer programming where there are many plagiaristic techniques available other than simple copying. Computer programs include different levels of abstraction, and it is not clear which similarities (at which level) trigger copyright infringement, and which do not.
"For example, in the ICGA's Tournament Rule 2 "playing nearly all moves the same" is given as one way to indicate that at least parts of one program are closely derived from another. But I am not sure whether such a test would always indicate a derivative in terms of the meaning of copyright law, because a similar behavior of two programs might result from similarities in their algorithms (and algorithms might, in copyright terms, constitute ideas underlying the programs), rather than from similarities between their respective source codes (which are copyright-protected expressions of ideas). In this context it must be remembered that ideas are not protected by copyright.
"Thus, it might be possible that a program is an original implementation of the same algorithm as is implemented in another program, and as a result the two programs behave in much the same way. But if that algorithm is only a non-copyrightable idea, the copying program's author does not breach the copyright in the copied-from program, but to comply with the ICGA's Rule 2 and participate in the ICGA's events the copying author would still need to provide the information required by Rule 2 and risk exclusion from the tournament.
"Clearly the ICGA is not obliged to base its rules on the balance struck in copyright law. Thus the ICGA is at liberty to require attribution, and it has the right to refuse to accept programs even if non-copyrightable ideas are used, thus setting a higher standard for "originality" than the one in copyright law. To summarize this difference, the ICGA rules can go further than copyright laws because these two have different purposes."
From this analysis by Siewicz we may conclude that the ICGA's treatment of the RYBKA case was lawful, because the ICGA is fully entitled to choose its own rules and to insist that participants in ICGA events abide by those rules.
Regarding the question of fairness we may conclude that the conditions for fairness expounded in sections 10.1 and 10.2 have been met in the RYBKA case, though it is of course possible to specify or define fairness in other ways. In relation to the 10.1 and 10.2 specifications of fairness we point to the lack of bias in the investigation process (Levy's responses in his ChessBase interview, see Appendix A). In relation to Hörnle's sub-principle that "each party participates in the dispute resolution process" (section 10.1), we point to part of Levy's rebuttal of Riis's articles, at the end of subsection 8.1.2, where Levy details the invitation and multiple prompts he sent to Rajlich, inviting him to respond to his accusers, and the lack of success of those missives. We argue that Rajlich participated in the process to the extent that he himself determined which was hardly at all. But that was not the fault of the ICGA. Neither would it have been the ICGA's fault if Rajlich had not responded at all to Levy's invitation. A defendant has no right to claim that he was treated unfairly because he did not participate in all or part of such a process, if his non-participation was self-determined. We therefore argue that Hörnle's subprinciples apply, and that the process was fair, although we are the first to agree that the RYBKA-case is not a straightforward one.
Thus we arrive at the end of this treatise about lawfulness, fairness, and plagiarism. Our conclusion is that the relationship between these concepts is a complex one, and we are under no illusions that the last word has been said about these issues in relation to computer chess in general and the complex RYBKA case in particular. Indeed, owing to the growing importance of software in our society we expect that many more such cases will arise. We hope that this analysis of the RYBKA case will contribute to future discussions on lawfulness, fairness, and plagiarism in Computer Chess and in other fields within the realm of computing.
of our field. We thank Frederic Friedel and ChessBase for the kind permission to publish excerpt of the interview. We acknowledge the valuable comments by the anonymous referees, which have improved the contents and presentation of this article considerably.
which of the evidence points would be necessary and sufficient to demonstrate Rajlich's guilt, and looked closely at evaluation feature overlap because this was seen as the most notable and unarguable from the standpoint of Rule 2 (on program originality).
The essence of the case against Rajlich, as we repeatedly explain, is that when entering the World Computer Chess Championship a programming team is obliged to reveal, in their entry submission, if they have used any derived code. The ICGA can then assess, possibly after questioning the programming team and/or after examining the entrant's source code, whether or not the entry should be accepted. That will depend on the nature of what was copied, permissions received from the author of the original program, and whether another program in the same family has applied to enter the tournament.
As President I would also like to stress, as a separate issue, that a programmer should always comply with the license of the engine from which he copies the code, as well as declaring it on the ICGA entry form.
One should also mention here that, even if one were to ignore his copying of CRAFTY code, the most serious allegations of infringements by Rajlich do not start with his 2006 WCCC entry but with his December 2005 RYBKA release and its alleged copyright infringement of RYBKA. That release is not, in itself, part of the ICGA's grievance against Rajlich, since copyright infringement does not become an ICGA matter unless and until the infringing software is submitted for entry into the WCCC (see also Section 12). 
A.2 Letouzey's Permission
LEVY:
That "one line" would not necessarily have solved the problem. Letouzey would also have had to give his permission as well, in order to be listed as an author. If Rajlich had declared RYBKA's FRUIT origins on the entry form and complied with the FRUIT GPL he might well have been allowed to enter with Letouzey's permission. In that case only one FRUIT-based engine would have been allowed -the one which had Letouzey's permission and his name in the entry submission.
For whatever has happened in Rajlich's life due to the ICGA's investigation and verdict, he has only himself to blame. If people do not follow rules or laws then they themselves are responsible for the consequences. Sixteen panel members voted, all of whom answered "yes" to both questions. The ICGA would not divulge the names of those who voted (other than Ken Thompson) without first asking their permission and we do not intend to do so.
CHESSBASE: Why must the names of the panel members (except one) be kept a secret? Who were the three members of the "Investigation Secretariat", and did they lead the investigation?
LEVY: We decided during the investigation process on confidentiality with respect to the names of those who voted. The Secretariat comprised: Mark Lefler, Robert Hyatt and Harvey Williamson. They administered the investigation and they wrote the report. Incidentally, I must re-iterate that the report was written after the panel members voted, whereas Søren Riis incorrectly states on Chessbase.com that "It really goes without saying that the panel members voted on the basis of the findings of the ICGA report." He should not have said that, given that it is false.
CHESSBASE: How many votes were required to pass a verdict? Was this defined anywhere before the investigation was undertaken?
LEVY: The purpose of the voting by the panel was to assess the weight of opinion of those panel members who wanted to make their opinions known, so that the secretariat could take that into account when preparing their report on the investigation and so that the ICGA office bearers could take it into account when deciding on their verdict. After the ICGA office bearers studied the report and the evidence submitted as part of the report, we voted on whether to find Rajlich innocent or guilty of breaking the ICGA's Tournament Rule 2. There was unanimous agreement on a guilty decision.
A.4 The Verdict
CHESSBASE: After the guilty vote how was the punishment determined?
Where was the degree of punishment or the procedure to decide on it defined? LEVY: The punishment was determined by the Executive Committee of the ICGA (excluding the Vice-President for Asia): David Levy, Yngvi Björnsson, Hiroyuki Iida, Rémi Coulom and Jaap van den Herik, who was the Tournament Director of all the tournaments under discussion. From the outset there was no doubt about disqualification and cancellation of World Champion titles, or on the fact that a ban from participating in future ICGA events was called for. The only matter on which there was any debate was the duration of the ban. Some ICGA office bearers felt that ten years was the appropriate period, while others favoured a life ban. By a majority decision the ICGA decided to make it a life ban.
As to the procedure to decide the degree of punishment -this comes under Article III Section 1 of the ICGA Constitution (…). Section 1 states that the Executive Committee of the ICGA is charged with the administrative affairs of the association. LEVY: We decided at the start of the process that we would not reveal the names of those who voted, so we did not know at that time who would vote and which way they would vote.
A.5 The Panel Members
The suggestion that some of those who voted may have had a vested interest in a "guilty" verdict overlooks one very important and indisputable fact. The world of elite chess programmers is a very small one, and these are the people who are best equipped to judge the issues involved in the investigation. So Rajlich's actions were being assessed by his peers. If the ICGA had excluded from the panel anyone who is an elite chess programmer we would have been significantly diminishing the overall quality of the investigation. Remember also that I, as President of the ICGA, and the other Board members who I have listed above, were able to see not only all the evidence and all the votes of the panel, but also we were able to follow the discussion on the closed Wiki that was set up for the benefit of panel members. If any of us had seen any comments that led us to believe that any unfair bias existed within the panel's deliberations, we would have had the right and the duty to say so at the time.
Finally, on this point, I would like to add that I have always enjoyed a courteous relationship with Vasik Rajlich, and until the evidence leading to this investigation was presented to me I had absolutely nothing against him. In fact, when I was first told the rumour (as it then was) that he had used code derived from FRUIT, I did not believe it, largely because I do not regard the person who told me as a credible source. Furthermore, if I had had a choice of the verdict (in the absence of the evidence) I would very much have preferred it to have been a "Not guilty" one, as the investigation and its aftermath could do absolutely no good for the image of computer chess. The only good that has come out of the whole affair so far as I am concerned, is that programmers who are tempted in the future to break the ICGA's tournament rules in a serious way will now be less likely to do so. LEVY: The reason that Rajlich had been under attack for years is that it had been known, by some people, for years, that he had used code derived from others. The panel's Secretariat were tasked with writing the report because they were thoroughly familiar with all of the evidence revealed and discussed during the investigation. The ICGA office-bearers who considered the report could themselves judge whether or not the report represented a fair and balanced summary of the investigation and the evidence, and none of us raised any questions or objections to cast doubt on the report as an accurate summary of the evidence and the conclusions of the panel. Furthermore, it is quite typical for courts to rely on "persons with animus" regarding issues of fact (particularly ones that can be checked and verified). LEVY: Yes, I am satisfied that justice was done. First I should point out that the panel was not a jury in the usual sense of the word, because its votes were always going to be regarded by the ICGA as advisory rather than a hardand-fast vote that would determine guilt or innocence. For instance, had the vote been, 9-7 in either direction, rather than 16-0 for "guilty" which it was, the ICGA office bearers would have regarded it as a strong indication that the opinion of panel members was nowhere near as clear cut as it turned out to be, and that would doubtless have affected their thinking.
CHESSBASE
A.6 Background Information
We did not nominate people to the panel. We asked for people who have an interest and relevant expertise to volunteer to join the panel. The only people who were nominated were the members of the Secretariat. At most, three active competitors of Rajlich voted. None of those three panel members took an active role in the discussions so they did not influence the other members. Even if we had excluded the votes of these three, who make up fewer than one-fifth of the voting members, all the remaining voters agreed that Rajlich was guilty of violating the ICGA's Tournament Rule 2. LEVY: There are not "literally thousands of experts" on chess programming, and it is obviously necessary for those whose opinions are being considered by the ICGA to have such expertise. In addition to computer chess experts with experience of developing chess programs the panel also included active members such as Wylie Garvin, who is a games programmer at Ubisoft, and Mark Watkins, a research fellow in the School of Mathematics and Statistics at the University of Sydney, neither of whom is from the world of competitive computer chess programmers.
CHESSBASE
CHESSBASE: We do not follow the logic: It is necessary for the experts to have chess programming expertise -but the ICGA used at least two who did not have this expertise?!
LEVY: Perhaps I did not make myself clear. There is a limited number of people with a high level of computer chess expertise, and we wanted to avail ourselves of as many of that group as we could. In addition the panel included some people (such as Mark Watkins) whose expertise is relevant even though they have not developed a competitive chess program.
Since the report was published we have seen no evidence to demonstrate that the panel and the report came to the wrong conclusions, or explaining the huge overlap of RYBKA and FRUIT in a manner that casts doubt on the guilty verdict. Additionally please remember that Rajlich was repeatedly invited to join the panel, he could also have supplied his own experts to join the panel at any time, he was given ample opportunity by way of invitation from me to defend himself against the allegations, and anyone with relevant expertise who believed in Rajlich's innocence was perfectly free to join the panel of their own volition, present whatever evidence and arguments they wished, and attempt to sway the other panel members towards their own point of view. None of Rajlich's supporters felt inclined to do this, which is hardly the fault of the ICGA. LEVY: First may I say that your question is misleading, suggesting as it does that there are not "a dozen or so highly competent teams producing new ideas and techniques". What about the authors of programs such as CHIRON, FRITZ, HIARCS, JUNIOR, KOMODO, PANDIX, SHREDDER, SJENG, SPARK, SPIKE and STOCKFISH, to name only eleven? . . . . . As to the core of your question, the commercial engine market, the ICGA is a non-commercial organisation and as such it does not concern itself with commercial matters. The first point that I would like to emphasize very firmly relates to what I see as irrelevant comments that have been levelled at the whole ICGA investigation process by supporters of Vasik Rajlich. It is clear that the "RYBKA scandal" has aroused strong emotions on both sides of the verdict -what is unfortunate is that the strength of emotion has, in the case of many Rajlich supporters, led to comments and criticisms that are partisan to the point of lacking objectivity and/or irrelevant to the core issue. These Rajlich supporters either fail to realise and accept, or knowingly side-step, the most crucial question in all of this -Did Rajlich or did he not break the ICGA's Tournament Rule 2 when entering multiple World Computer Chess Championships?
A.8 The Consequences
A.9 Additional Questions
The pro-Rajlich lobby has been strong in its criticisms of various aspects of the investigative process, starting with the composition of the investigation panel and of the panel's secretariat, continuing through criticism of Rule 2 itself, and then complaining about the force of the sanctions imposed on Rajlich following the guilty findings of the ICGA. An analogy here would be the supporters of someone being tried in a court of law complaining about the witnesses, about the court officials, the composition of the jury, the law under which the defendant had been brought to trial, and the severity of the sentence passed on a guilty defendant. But what really matters most is the question -Did the defendant commit the offence(s) that led to the investigation or trial?
So much of the pro-Rajlich rhetoric on the forums, and some of the questions in this interview, seems to be aimed at nothing more than discrediting people. Neither the forum postings nor the questions in this interview have seriously questioned the accuracy of the evidence examined by the panel. In fact I have yet to see anything that seriously questions the accuracy of that evidence. Vasik Rajlich did indeed use code derived from FRUIT and CRAFTY, he did indeed fail to declare this with his entry applications for those ICGA tournaments, and he did indeed fail to seek and be granted permission from the authors of those programs. And with the accuracy of the evidence beyond serious question it is hardly surprising that he was found guilty by the ICGA of breaking its Tournament Rule 2. That is the crux of the matter. Do we think the process used during this investigation was perfect? Of course not. Could it be improved? It can and will be. But it was also not flawed in any way. The panel included several excellent motivated people, with very high levels of technical and computer chess expertise. And the investigation was carried out in a straightforward and open manner, without employing any techniques that experienced programmers could reasonably describe as being biased or incorrect. While the final outcome was painful for everyone, if the integrity of the tournaments that choose to use Rule 2 is not protected, those tournaments would become pointless and no-one would be willing to compete. One important attraction of competition is to compete with your own skills, against others using their own skills. And from the sporting perspective it is not as intellectually honest and stimulating to take bits and pieces from the work of others, as opposed to developing your skills yourself. Then, winning actually means something.
We will, for future panels, limit their size to some extent, and ensure that those who join and remain in the panel actually participate in the discussion rather than stay as spectators to the process, since that seems to have been an issue raised about the RYBKA panel. However, the 16 people with the backgrounds of those who participated in the voting within the RYBKA panel formed a remarkably expert group with more than enough expertise to fairly and thoroughly investigate potential cases of Rule 2 violation. And in fact, for the future, I do not believe that we would want a working group of more than 30 people, any more than a judge would want to put more than 30 jurors in a room together hoping for a very large majority or a unanimous decision. Some might argue that even the 16 or more who we had actively participating in the RYBKA panel is probably pushing the limit a bit, although in this case there were no disagreements at all. The very fact that the 16 who voted generally had a much higher level of understanding of computer chess programming than almost all of those Rajlich supporters whose voices have been heard in the forums, adds significant weight to the ICGA's confidence in the investigation process and in the panel's report. And the fact that those 16 people voted unanimously for guilty verdicts speaks for itself.
Many of the Rajlich supporters posting on the forums have supported the argument about "a new paradigm created by open-source programs", without realising that that concept is just nonsense. Most people still know that copying the work of others and claiming it to be original is wrong, just as it has always been.
A.10 Two Sides
The above extracts from Levy's rebuttal of Riis's article and from Levy's interview with Chessbase are presented here to demonstrate the nature and fallacy of arguments that had appeared since the ICGA's verdict was published. We believe that they give the reader a fairly accurate picture of how each side of the debate regards the matter.
